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Dislocation avalanches are like earthquakes on the
micron scale
Péter Dusán Ispánovity 1✉, Dávid Ugi 1✉, Gábor Péterffy 1, Michal Knapek2, Szilvia Kalácska1,3,

Dániel Tüzes1, Zoltán Dankházi 1, Kristián Máthis 2, František Chmelík 2 & István Groma1

Compression experiments on micron-scale specimens and acoustic emission (AE) mea-

surements on bulk samples revealed that the dislocation motion resembles a stick-slip

process – a series of unpredictable local strain bursts with a scale-free size distribution. Here

we present a unique experimental set-up, which detects weak AE waves of dislocation slip

during the compression of Zn micropillars. Profound correlation is observed between the

energies of deformation events and the emitted AE signals that, as we conclude, are induced

by the collective dissipative motion of dislocations. The AE data also reveal a two-level

structure of plastic events, which otherwise appear as a single stress drop. Hence, our

experiments and simulations unravel the missing relationship between the properties of

acoustic signals and the corresponding local deformation events. We further show by sta-

tistical analyses that despite fundamental differences in deformation mechanism and involved

length- and time-scales, dislocation avalanches and earthquakes are essentially alike.
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It was not until 1934 that the basic mechanism of irreversible
(or plastic) deformation of metals was finally understood when
Orowan, Taylor and Polányi independently postulated the

existence of a specific lattice defect1–3. These line-like defects,
called dislocations, can move within the crystal lattice leading to
the rearrangement of the atoms and, as a consequence, to the
plastic shear deformation of the crystal.

Due to the huge dislocation content in macroscopic metallic
samples, their deformation usually appears as a smooth process
both in space and time. On microscopic scales, however, the
picture changes dramatically. Recent micromechanical experi-
ments demonstrated that when the sample diameter is below a
couple of μm (depending on the material), deformation becomes
strongly heterogeneous. As pioneering compression tests on Ni
single crystal micropillars prepared using focused ion beam (FIB)
milling revealed, deformation is a sequence of sudden unpre-
dictable strain bursts that are localized to specific crystallographic
planes of the sample4,5. During these intermittent bursts, dis-
locations locally disentangle and move quickly for a short period
and then form new metastable sub-structures at the end of an
event. The burst sizes follow a scale-free distribution that suggests
an underlying self-organization of the dislocation structure upon
these plastic events6,7.

A unique experimental method that is able to monitor this
stochastic response is the detection of AE waves. The principle of
the emission of acoustic waves in materials is analogous to
earthquakes: Plastic deformation is caused by the local rearran-
gement of dislocation lines in a crystal, a process that is strongly
dissipative and part of the released elastic energy escapes in the
form of elastic waves, that can be detected at the surface8. It was
found that in bulk ice single crystals the recorded AE signal is
burst-like and the energy associated with individual bursts follows
a scale-free distribution9,10. The found power-law exponent is
robust, typically not affected by deformation mode, and for single
crystals with hexagonal closed-packed (HCP) structure it was
measured to be τE= 1.5 ± 0.111. These kinds of measurements so
far have only been performed on bulk samples and it is believed—
but not yet demonstrated—that the AE waves are emitted from
similar local strain events that can be directly observed only for
micron-scale objects.

In this work, we accomplish the task of detecting weak AE
waves which arise during micropillar deformation. The main
advantage of this approach is that, in this case, AE sources are
highly localized within a small micropillar volume that prevents
uneven attenuation of AE waves arising in different parts of the
specimen, this being inherent to bulk materials testing. Hence,
plenty of innate AE waves can be detected due to dislocation slip,
which can, in turn, provide interesting and nontrivial insights
into the dynamics of plastic events.

Results and discussion
In order to be capable of recording AE signals originating in the
plastically loaded micropillars, the experimental set-up sketched
in Fig. 1a was developed (see Supplementary Fig. 1 for a photo).
The device can be placed inside a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) that allows us to collect three different types of informa-
tion simultaneously during compression of the micropillars: (i)
stress and strain using a capacitive displacement sensor measur-
ing the elongation of a spring, (ii) acoustic signal from a piezo-
electric transducer and (iii) visual images using the electron beam
of the SEM. The major difficulties for AE detection in micro-
pillars comprised the relatively low number of dislocations
involved in the slip process (compared to bulk materials testing)
and various sources of noise signals in the SEM chamber, mostly
of electromagnetic origin. For further details on the experimental
set-up and remedies to these issues see Methods.

Firstly, rectangular micropillars with a 3:1:1 aspect ratio and
side lengths of d= 8− 32 μm were prepared from a Zn single
crystal oriented for single slip (for more details on the sample see
Methods). In Fig. 1b a micropillar during the course of the
experiment is shown. One can observe that dislocation slip indeed
takes place solely on the basal plane of the HCP lattice (see also
Supplementary Movie 1). Since the crystal orientation in the pillar
remains the same throughout the entire loading (see Supple-
mentary Fig. 2) only dislocation glide is operative and deforma-
tion due to twinning can be excluded.

Figure 1c plots the measured compressive stress σ as a function
of time t for the micropillar with d= 32 μm shown in Fig. 1b (see
also Supplementary Movie 1 for an in situ video of the com-
pression). The pronounced close-to-vertical drops correspond to
the strain bursts that lead to the sudden elongation of the spring
of the device.

To analyse the spatial distribution of a strain burst two con-
secutive SEM images taken before and after the stress drop
highlighted with grey color in Fig. 1c were compared with edge
detection on the differential image and we concluded that
deformation took place solely in a thin slip band highlighted with
red in Fig. 1b. During the compression, AE signal is also recorded
that comprises numerous individual bursts and their rate exhibits
robust correlation with the stress drops (Fig. 1c). To elaborate
further on this finding Fig. 1d, e plot consecutively zoomed parts
of the stress-time curve shaded with grey colour. According to
Fig. 1d AE events can only be detected when plasticity occurs,
that is, when the stress-time curve deviates from the linear ramp-
up characteristic of purely elastic deformation. Interestingly, it is
possible that several AE events correspond to the same stress drop
as also indicated by the event count number (Fig. 1d). The reason
for this is that the data acquisition rate differs considerably
between stress (200 Hz) and AE (2.5 MHz) measurements, the
latter allowing for a more detailed analysis. Figure 1e shows that
the AE signal consists of short (⪅100 μs) peaks standing out from
the background noise. We, thus, conclude that the AE events are
indeed due to the dislocation activity leading to plastic slip within
the micropillar, however, the abundance of AE events suggests
that a measured stress drop is a result of complex internal
dynamics on timescales not accessible by stress measurements.

Origin of AE events. To quantify the correlation between plastic
deformation and AE we now turn to the statistical analyses of the
measured data. In agreement with studies on other single crys-
talline micropillars the distribution of the size of the individual
stress drops Δσ follows a scale-free distribution with a cut-off σ0:
PðΔσÞ / Δσ�τσ expð�Δσ=σ0Þ (Fig. 2a)6,7. According to the inset,
if the axes are re-scaled with the cross section A= d2 of the
micropillars (that is, force drop ΔF=AΔσ is considered as vari-
able) the curves overlap and can be fitted with a master function
yielding τσ= 1.8 ± 0.1 and F0= 1.5 ± 0.1 mN for the exponent
and the cutoff, respectively. Note that noise of the force mea-
surement prohibits the reliable detection of drops below ~0.1 mN.
The distribution of the AE event energy E is characterized by
another scale-free distribution now without an apparent cut-off
and dependence on pillar size: PðEÞ / E�τE (Fig. 2b) with τE=
1.7 ± 0.1. Note that the recorded AE events were, in general, well-
defined in time, with no significant effect of signal overlapping or
reflections (see Methods), as often observed in bulk samples.

The facts that (i) stress drops Δσ and AE energies E are
detected in a correlated manner, (ii) both obey a scale-free
distribution and (iii) the exponents are relatively close to each
other suggest that there is a physical relation between them. To
shed light on such a link, Fig. 2c provides a scatter plot of the
injected energy Einj and the detected AE energy E corresponding
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to the individual stress drops (given that at least one AE event was
detected during the stress drop) for d= 32 μm pillars (for smaller
pillar sizes see Supplementary Fig. 3). The injected energy refers
to the work done by the compression device during a stress drop
and is proportional with Einj∝ (σ− Δσ/2)Δσ with σ being the
applied stress at the onset of the event (see Energetic considera-
tions in Methods for details and background discussion). As said
above, several AE events may be detected during a single drop. In
such cases the energies of the corresponding AE events are added.
As seen, there is a large scatter between Δσ and E but, clearly,
stress drops with larger injected energy Einj tend to emit AE
signals with larger energies also expressed by the Pearson
correlation found to be 0.5 ± 0.1. If one, however, bins the data
with respect to the injected energy a clear close-to-linear
dependence E∝ Einj is obtained between the two quantities. This
means that although a one-to-one correspondence between E and
Einj does not exist, there is a linear relationship in the average

sense that allows one to obtain the distribution of the local energy
release (that is proportional to the plastic strain increment
multiplied with the local stress during a local deformation event)
from the statistics of the AE events.

Aftershock and foreshock statistics. As mentioned above, AE
signals emitted by local plastic deformation events are similar to
elastic waves caused by the seismic activity in the Earth’s crust
(although they differ in their amplitude and frequency spectra by
several orders of magnitude). To deepen the analogy, we now
continue with the analysis of AE signals that offer a much better
time resolution than the stress measurements. We intend to
assess whether the AE bursts obey the three ubiquitous funda-
mental scaling laws associated with earthquakes. (i) The
Gutenberg-Richter law12 states that the probability density of an
earthquake with released energy E decays as a power-law13:

Fig. 1 Compression experiment of Zn micropillars oriented for single slip. a Sketch of the experimental set-up with a disproportionately large micropillar
for clarity. b Backscattered electron image of a d= 32 μmmicropillar during compression. The magnified image shows the slip band in red corresponding to
the stress drop highlighted in grey in panels (c) and (d). The location of the band was obtained by edge search on SEM images before and after the stress
drop. cMeasured stress vs. time as well as the averaged rate (obtained by convolution with a Gaussian of 0.5 s width) of the detected individual AE bursts.
The light blue vertical lines mark the stress drops larger than 1 MPa. d Zoomed stress-time curve of the region shaded by grey in panel (c). The coloured
data points along the stress curve represent the individual AE events and their energies, whereas the red curve shows the cumulative number of these
events. The light blue vertical lines mark short periods with at least two AE events. e Zoomed stress-time curve of the region shaded in grey in panel (d)
and the detected AE waveform of the same interval. The inset shows the magnified view of a single event and coloured data points correspond to individual
signals detected by thresholding the AE signal.
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P(E)∝ E−w with w ≈ 5/3. (ii) According to the Omori law, the
rate of aftershocks ras after a main shock decays approximately
inversely with the time t elapsed14,15: ras(t)∝ t−p with p ≈ 1. (iii)
The aftershock productivity law in seismology concludes that
main shocks with larger energy Ems produce on average more
aftershocks: ras / E2α=3

ms with α ≈ 0.8 found empirically16. The
existence of scale invariance through these power-law relation-
ships has also been demonstrated in laboratory-scale compression
experiments on porous bulk materials17 and rocks18.

It is found by our analysis that, despite the huge difference in
spatial and temporal scales, the deformation mechanisms and
the mode of loading, all three scaling laws are found to hold for
micropillars, too. The Gutenberg-Richter law was demonstrated
in Figs. 2b and 3a proves the Omori law for d= 32 μm pillars.
The line colours refer to the energy of the main shock, and it is
clear that the rate indeed decays as a power-law with
p= 1.1 ± 0.1 for approx. three decades and then saturates likely

due to the onset of new sequences. In accordance with the
productivity law the rate is larger for larger main shocks and
collapse can be obtained by re-scaling the rate with E0:5

ms
(Fig. 3b), yielding α= 0.75. As a further proof of equivalence,
Fig. 3c plots the correspondent of the inverse Omori law
describing the power-law increase in the rate of foreshocks rfs
before a main shock19. (Supplementary Fig. 4 shows the
corresponding figures for smaller pillars.) Previously, a similar
analysis of AE on hexagonal ice at the bulk scale also showed
more abundant triggering after large events, but the scale-free
characteristics presented here were not possible to obtain, likely
because of the relatively high level of noise20. It is also noted,
that the difference between the foreshock and aftershock rates is
significantly smaller compared to that of earthquakes. It is
speculated that the difference is caused by the ambiguity in the
determination of the main shock due to the noise present in the
AE energy measurement.

P

P

Fig. 2 Correlation between the stress drops and the acoustic signals. a Distribution of stress drop sizes Δσ for different pillar side lengths d. The
probability density functions (PDFs) follow a power-law with exponent τσ= 1.8 ± 0.1. The inset shows the PDF as a function of the force drop ΔF=Δσ ⋅ d2

with units in mN. The collapsed curves can be fitted with a master function above the detection threshold and exhibit a cut-off at F0= 1.5 ± 0.1 mN.
b Distribution of AE energies of individual signals detected at the sample surface. The curves are characterized by a power-law exponent τE= 1.7 ± 0.1 and
do not exhibit an apparent cut-off and do not depend on the pillar side length d. c Scatter plot of the injected energies Einj during stress drops of d= 32 μm
pillars and the corresponding summed released AE energies E. The color-scale refers to the actual stress at which the stress drop took place along the
stress-time curve and do not show correlation with the injected energy. The red dots represent the average released energies Eavg obtained by averaging
the datapoints for bins of logarithmically increasing width. The dashed line represents the E∝ Einj linear relationship.

Fig. 3 Temporal statistical analyses of AE events. a The rate of aftershocks ras after a main shock with an energy given by the colour for d= 32 μm pillars
(Omori law). b Curves of panel a) divided with the square root of the main shock energy Ems (aftershock productivity law). c Rate of foreshocks rfs before a
main shock of energy given by the colours for d= 32 μm pillars (inverse Omori law). d PDF P(tw) of waiting times tw between subsequent AE events for
pillars of various sizes. e P(tw) for d= 8 μm pillars and different platen speeds vp. f P(tw) re-scaled with the platen velocity vp. Note that the minimum tw of
20 μs, i.e., the minimum time between two subsequent AE events, is defined as one of the AE event individualization parameters (see Methods).
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The distribution of waiting times tw between subsequent AE
events, a key measure of temporal correlations and clustering in
temporal processes21,22, was also analysed. For earthquakes a
universal gamma distribution upon re-scaling with the seismic
occurrence rate was reported23. A similar distribution is found
here (Fig. 3d): PðtwÞ ¼ ½At�ð1�γÞ

w þ B� expð�tw=t0Þ, which can be
interpreted as follows. The power-law decay for small (⪅0.1 s)
waiting times corresponds to the correlated temporal clusters
originating from the same plastic event, often observed as a single
stress drop. The exponent 1− γ= 1.2 ± 0.1 coincides with the
Omori exponent p within error margins, as expected. For larger
times a plateau with an exponential cut-off is observed
corresponding to a Poisson-like process of uncorrelated signals
coming from different plastic events. To confirm this hypothesis
we repeated the experiments for the d= 8 μm pillars with
different platen velocities vp (i.e., deformation rates). Whereas the
single event dynamics (power-law part) is unaffected by the
velocity vp (Fig. 3e), the collapse of the curves in the cut-off region
after re-scaling the axes with the velocity vp (Fig. 3f) yields t0 /
v�1
p and B∝ vp.
These results unveil an interesting two-level structure of plastic

activity: accumulation of plastic strain is characterized by the
intermittent appearance of uncorrelated slip bands. These strain
bursts induce stress drops due to the stiffness of the compression
device. But AE measurements reveal that these strain bursts
themselves are characterized by a sequence of local events with
complex spatiotemporal dynamics. Firstly, Omori law and the
waiting time distributions report about scale-free temporal
correlations. Secondly, since strain increments during stress
drops are localized in distinct slip bands (see Supplementary
Movie 1) and plastic activity was found to be responsible for AE,
one can conclude that the correlated AE events originate from a
single slip band, that is, they are not only temporally but also
spatially correlated. To quantify this observation the strain
evolution between subsequent SEM images during the in situ
compression was analyzed in the Methods (see section Strain

localization) and we concluded that deformation during a single
stress drop is indeed highly localized and is typically concentrated
in one or sometimes few individual slip bands.

As seen in Fig. 2a the stress drop size distribution exhibits a
cut-off, that is, correlated consecutive triggering during a strain
burst is limited. The behaviour of the cut-off, thus, may shed light
on the physics of the triggering mechanisms. As it was
mentioned, the cut-off in stress σ0 decreases with increasing
pillar side length d, but the cut-off in force F0= d2σ0 is
independent of d. According to Csikor et al. the physical origin
of the cut-off is either elastic coupling with the compression
device (during an event the applied stress drops that reduces the
driving force of the event) or the strain hardening of the material
(during an event plastic deformation makes the material harder
so the driving force drops in a relative sense)7. From the
comparison of the behaviour of the cut-off with the predictions of
Csikor et al. we conclude that it is not the machine stiffness but
rather the local strain hardening in the activated slip band is
responsible for stopping the consecutive triggering taking place
during a stress drop (see Methods for a detailed discussion).

Recently, Houdoux et al. investigated the plastic response of
granular systems that also showed remarkable analogy with
earthquakes24. They concluded that in the triggering of
subsequent events it is not the time but rather the strain that
matters. In our case, however, because the exponent 1− γ is
rather close to one, one cannot decide whether time (Fig. 3e) or
strain (Fig. 3f) matters in the triggering mechanism.

Numerical modelling. To provide a possible physical explanation
for the experimentally observed behaviour we conduct discrete
dislocation dynamics (DDD) simulations of parallel straight edge
dislocations gliding on a single glide plane (see sketch in Fig. 4a).
Deformation of Zn micropillars is predominantly single slip, yet,
the computational model is a simplification of the realistic system
as it neglects, e.g., curvature and applies different boundary
conditions (see Methods for details). However, it captures

Fig. 4 DDD simulations. a Sketch of the simulation set-up. The system is infinite in direction z and periodic boundary conditions are applied in directions x
and y. b Stress vs. time curve as well as the averaged rate of the simulated individual AE bursts for a representative configuration. The light blue vertical
lines show the stress drops larger than 0.02. c Scatter plot of the injected energies during stress drops and the corresponding summed released AE
energies for systems of N= 1024 dislocations, see caption of Fig. 2c for details. d The rate of aftershocks r0as scaled with ðE0msÞ0:35 after a main shock with
energy E0ms given by the colour for N= 1024 dislocations (Omori and productivity laws). e PDF Pðt0wÞ for N= 256 dislocations and different platen speeds
v0p.
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properly the long-range stress field of dislocations that was shown
to play an essential role in the critical behaviour of
dislocations9,25. Since no length-scale other than the average
dislocation spacing and the system size is present (due to the
scale-free 1/r-type dislocation interactions) dimensionless vari-
ables denoted with ð�Þ0 are introduced hereafter (see Methods and
Supplementary Table 1)26,27.

A loading method analogous to the micropillar experiments is
implemented, i.e., a platen is moved with velocity v0p and the load
is transferred to the system via a spring. As a result, dislocation
avalanches appear as stress drops here as well (Fig. 4b). During
the avalanches, dislocations move rapidly, and due to the
overdamped dynamics assumed for dislocations (v0 / F0, where
v0 and F0 is the velocity and the acting force for dislocations,
respectively) the elastic energy release rate reads as ∑iv

02
i , with the

sum performed over all dislocations. By thresholding this rate one
can emulate the sensitivity of the AE sensor and obtain simulated
AE events as well as the corresponding released energies (see
Methods). Like in the experiments, the simulated AE events show
strong correlation with the stress drops (Fig. 4b, Supplementary
Movies 2, 3). It has been known that size distribution of
dislocation avalanches exhibits a different exponent in simula-
tions compared to the real samples25,28, yet, the temporal
clustering of the simulated AE events shows very similar
behaviour to experiments in terms of the correlation between
injected energies and the AE energies (Fig. 4c), Omori law
(Fig. 4d), and waiting time distribution (Fig. 4e). We thus
conclude, that the complex dynamic behaviour observed in the
experiments reported in this paper is the result of the spatio-
temporal correlations of the dislocations due to their long-range
elastic interactions and the lack of short-range mechanisms, such
as dislocation reactions.

It has always been the fundamental assumption of AE
experiments that the parameters of the signals are characteristic
of the local deformation process. The experiments and simula-
tions reported here prove this long-standing hypothesis and
reinforce that intermittency and scale-invariance characterizing
plastic deformation of HCP single crystals are related to the self-
organized critical (SOC) behaviour of dislocations. In addition,
we showed that plastic events, similarly to earthquakes, do not
only exhibit spatial but also temporal clustering with long-range
correlations, however, the differences in involved length and
timescales can be as large as nine orders of magnitude, as
summarized in Supplementary Table 2. This phenomenon also
raises analogy with many other physical systems exhibiting
crackling noise29. It is known, however, that SOC behaviour is
not ubiquitous in crystal plasticity, for instance, it is suppressed in
materials with FCC and BCC crystal structure and under multiple
slip conditions likely because of short-range interactions related
to dislocation reactions and also at high temperatures30–32.
Dedicated further experiments and modelling based on the new
methodologies of this paper are needed to study and understand
whether dislocation dynamics is altered under such circumstances
in terms of magnitude and spatiotemporal distribution of plastic
fluctuations.

Methods
Sample preparation. High purity single crystalline zinc heat treated at 100 ∘C for 4 h
under atmospheric air, oriented for basal slip with side orientation corresponding to
the h2�1�10i-type normal direction (Supplementary Fig. 2) was mechanically polished
sequentially with SiC grinding paper and alumina suspension (down to 1 μm). This
was followed by a fast (10 s) electropolishing with Struers D2 solution at 20 V, 1 A. A
sharp perpendicular edge was then created on the bulk specimen by low energy Ar
ion polishing (5 kV, 2 mA).

Experimental work including micropillar milling, EBSD measurements and
micromechanical testing was carried out inside the vacuum chamber of an FEI
Quanta 3D dual beam scanning electron microscope (SEM). Focused ion beam

(FIB) operating with Ga+ ions was used to fabricate square-based pillars of various
sizes (8 μm: 13 pieces, 16 μm: five pieces and 32 μm: four pieces with an
approximate 3:1 aspect ratio of height to side), with final beam conditions of 30 kV,
1–3 nA. In order to minimize Ga+ ion contamination on the surface and create
practically non-tapered (≤2.5∘ between the side and the loading axis) samples, the
pillars were fabricated in a lathe milling configuration33. On the top of the pillars a
thin (~350 nm) Pt cap was deposited by FIB to act as hard buffer material between
the pillars and the flat punch tip and also to reduce ion contamination during FIB-
milling.

Analytical methods
Microstructure analysis. For electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) measurements,
the Edax Hikari camera was used with 1 × 1 binning, and the OIM Analysis
v7 software provided the orientation results. Unit cell corresponding to the cross-
sectional side of the pillar can be seen in Supplementary Fig. 2. To calculate the
initial geometrically necessary dislocation (GND) density, a digital image cross-
correlation based technique called high (angular) resolution electron backscatter
diffraction (HR-EBSD) was applied34. HR-EBSD determines local strain and stress
tensor components with the help of the raw diffraction patterns (for details see ref. 34).
This method requires a reference diffraction pattern for the image correlation, that
is ideally captured in the strain-free state of the lattice. A perfect reference pattern
is often difficult to obtain experimentally, therefore in our case a pattern with the
presumably lowest stress is chosen, creating a relative scale for the GND density.
Diffraction patterns were recorded with approx. 500 × 500 px2 resolution from an
area of 16.2 × 14.2 μm2 with a step size of 100 nm. The evaluation was carried out
by BLGVantage CrossCourt v4.5 software. 20 regions of interest (of 128 × 128 px2

each, Supplementary Fig. 5) were selected from each diffraction pattern to carry out
the HR processing with applied high and low pass filtering. All points in the map
were evaluated. The estimated average value of ρGND= 1.2 × 1013 m−2 was mea-
sured on a surface prepared by the same FIB conditions (30 kV, 3 nA) as it was
used for the pillar fabrication prior to deformation. This value is close to the
detection limit of the GND density by HR-EBSD, hence it is concluded that the
sample preparation did not introduce a significant/measurable dislocation content
in the sample.

X-ray line profile analysis. Dislocation density characterization by X-ray diffraction
measurements was performed on the bulk Zn single crystal sample prior to the
micropillar fabrication. The X-ray line profiles of the (10�11) reflection were
obtained by a double-crystal diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (Supplementary
Fig. 6a). The experimental setup is of θ −2θ type, that consists of a high intensity
Rigaku RU-H3R rotating anode X-ray generator with a copper anode, a mono-
chromator that filters out the Cu Kα2 component and redirects the X-ray beam to
the sample, and the Dectris MYTHEN 1D wide range solid state X-ray detector
that records the peak at a distance of 960 mm. We also used a cylindrical vacuum
chamber between the sample and the detector in order to increase the peak-to-
background ratio. The quantification of the total dislocation density was carried out
by the variance method35,36 by analyzing peak broadening based on the asymptotic
behaviour of the second order restricted moment:

M2ðqÞ ¼
1

π2ϵF
qþ Λ

2π2
hρi ln q

q0
; ð1Þ

where q ¼ 2ðsin θ � sin θ0Þ=λ, λ corresponds to the wave length of the applied X-
rays, and θ and θ0 are half of the diffraction and Bragg angles, respectively.
Parameter q corresponds to the distance from the peak center in reciprocal space,
q0 is a constant depending on the dislocation-dislocation correlations, ϵF is the
coherent domain size, and 〈ρ〉 is the average dislocation density. The value of Λ is
commonly given as Λ= π∣g∣2∣b2∣Cg/2, where b and g are the Burgers and dif-
fraction vectors, respectively, and Cg is the diffraction contrast factor that depends
on the type of dislocations in the system and on the relative geometrical position
between the dislocation line direction l and the direction of g36,37.

For this reason for the determination of the initial dislocation density one has to
make assumptions about the relative densities of dislocations of different types.
Since the energy of dislocations with Burgers vector lying in the basal plane is lower
compared to other types it is reasonable to assume that in the original undeformed
sample each slip system with a Burgers vector lying in the basal plane is equally
populated. To account for elastic anisotropy the corresponding average Λ was
determined numerically by the ANIZC program (http://metal.elte.hu/anizc/
program-hexagonal.html) using the elastic moduli of Zn, yielding Λ= 0.50638,39.

As the coherent domain size is larger than ~1 μm, the first term in Eq. (1) is
negligible. As a result of the second term caused by the dislocations, M2

versus lnðqÞ plot indeed becomes a straight line in the q→∞ asymptotic
regime, as shown in Supplementary Fig. 6b. From the fit a total dislocation density
of 〈ρ〉XRD= (1.5 ± 0.1) × 1014 m−2 was obtained. As expected, this value is higher
than the GND density determined by the HR-EBSD technique, therefore it can be
assumed that the initial dislocation network mostly consisted of statistically stored
dislocations.

Micromechanical experiments
Testing device. Room temperature compression tests on the micropillars were
carried out in high vacuum mode inside the SEM chamber to allow in situ
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monitoring of the deformation process and slip activity on the pillars’ surface by
secondary and backscattered electrons. A custom-made nanoindenter40,41 shown
in Supplementary Fig. 1 was used without any load or strain feedback loop inte-
grated. The precision of the indentation depth and load was ~1 nm and ~1 μN,
respectively. The applied sampling rate was 200 Hz, while platen velocity (if not
stated otherwise) and spring constant were 10 nm/s and 10 mN/μm, respectively.
For a detailed description of the device, the reader is referred to ref. 40. Exemplary
stress-strain curves are presented in Supplementary Fig. 7. The curves show the
intermittent nature of plasticity in micropillars and also provide evidence of the so-
called plasticity size effect (‘smaller is harder’).

Cut-off analysis. In this section background discussion is provided on the physics of
the subsequent triggering taking place during an event cluster that is seen as a
single stress drop. During stress drops the driving force (that is, the applied stress
itself) gets smaller that is expected to reduce the probability of subsequent trig-
gering. In particular, the stress drop cannot be larger than the actual stress itself, so,
there is definitely a hard barrier related to the stress. However, according to Fig. 2a
the stress drops get smaller for larger systems that indicate that the stress may not
be the limiting factor for avalanche propagation. As shown by the inset, the cut-off
in force F0 is independent on the specimen height L= 3d, which then also holds for
the elongation decrements x0= F0/k, with k being the spring constant of the device.
The effect of machine stiffness on the avalanche cut-off was investigated by Csikor
et al.7, they found that the cut-off in strain obeys scaling:

ε0 /
bE

LðΘþ ΓÞ ; ð2Þ

where Θ and Γ are the strain hardening coefficient and the machine stiffness,
respectively. In our case the machine stiffness is Γ ≈ k/L, since the elastic defor-
mation of the pillar is negligible compared to that of the spring. Hence, the cut-off
in force reads as

F0 ¼ kx0 ¼ kLε0 / bE
k

Θþ k=L
: ð3Þ

The finding that F0 does not depend on L suggests that Θ is significantly larger
than k/L. But if we look at the approximate values we see that k/L ≈ 100 MPa (for a
32 μm pillar) and the average slope of the stress-strain curves is around 50 MPa. To
overcome this apparent contradiction we consider the origin of Θ in the scaling
relation above. During a stress drop not only the stress decreases but also the
material gets harder (strain hardening), both processes act to cease the event. This
is the reason the sum of Θ and Γ appear above in Eq. (2). In ref. 7 Θ was identified
with the slope of the stress–strain curve. We believe, however, that this value is a
local quantity and may differ from the global slope. During the compression of a
pillar deformation proceeds in different shear bands. This can be envisaged as a
weakest link process, that is, always the shear band with the lowest yield stress gets
activated. After activation, strain accumulates but the deformation stops and
another shear band will get activated subsequently. This means that the yield stress
of the activated shear band increases, that is, strain hardening takes place. This
hardening coefficient of this local mechanism is nothing to do with the global
coefficient, that also depends on the number of shear bands and the distribution of
the yield stresses of the shear bands. So, we argue, that the Θ in Eq. (2) may be
significantly larger than the global strain hardening coefficient. This could explain
why F0 is independent of the system size and suggests that the local hardening
mechanism is dominant in the avalanche cut-off over the stress decrease due to the
applied spring. Whether local hardening is due to dislocation accumulation or
dislocation starvation through the surface is an open question that future TEM
investigations are expected to answer.

Edge detection. In order to investigate the spatial distribution of the plastic strain
corresponding to individual stress drops, edge detection was performed sequen-
tially on each SEM image of the d= 32 μm micropillar shown in Fig. 1b. We aimed
at detecting the vertical edge on the right side of the micropillar as it was char-
acterized by a large difference in the intensity in the horizontal direction (due to
the dark background). First, a vertical line was selected in the middle of the pillar as
a reference. To detect the sudden change in intensity the pictures were then pro-
cessed row by row starting from the reference line. If the drop in the intensity was
larger than the given threshold, the point was marked as part of the edge. The
horizontal coordinate x obtained at the height of z is denoted as xraw(z). The raw
images were processed using the OpenCV package42.

The used backscattered electron detector introduced high intensity noise in the
form of short horizontal lines with a width of few pixels, which needed to be
filtered. Noise filtering was, thus, applied on xraw(z) with moving median
smoothing. The window size was selected to be 7 pixels both upwards and
downwards and if the current pixel along the x axis deviated for more than 2 μm, it
was replaced by the median. The filtered curves are denoted as x(z). Supplementary
Movie 4 shows how the algorithm works during the course of the experiment.

The time development of x(z) is shown in Supplementary Fig. 8. The base of the
sample was moved to the origin and the results were rotated by one degree
clockwise. The white gaps represent strain bursts when large plastic deformation
occurs between consecutive images. The slip band can be located by determining

the end of the gap. As seen, the gaps end at well-defined points, confirming that
strain bursts take place within ‘thin’ slip bands.

Based on Supplementary Fig. 8, the SEM images recorded before and after the
stress drop analysed in Fig. 1c–e were identified and the corresponding edge shapes
were denoted by purple and pink colours, respectively. These SEM images are
shown in Supplementary Fig. 9a, b. Although it is barely seen by visual inspection,
the quantified difference of the two images Δxraw,t(z, t)= xt+Δt(z)− xt(z)
(Supplementary Fig. 9c) proves that deformation took place along the slip plane at
the height of ~28 μm (as also seen as horizontal grey line in Supplementary Fig. 8
and highlighted by a red line along the corresponding basal plane in Fig. 1b).

Strain localization. In order to quantify how local deformation between two con-
secutive SEM images was we stared from the Δxraw(z) curves obtained in the
previous section. These curves were still rather noisy. We, therefore, calculated the
moving average with a window size of 15 pixels and then applied a moving median
smoothing with a window size of 61 pixels. Finally, we made the curves mono-
tonous, since slip in the opposite direction was not observed in the experiments.
Three representative exemplary so obtained Δx(z, t) curves can be seen in the
bottom row of Supplementary Fig. 10.

The obtained profiles usually exhibit a single slip band, but sometimes more
than one step in the profile is seen. To quantify to what extent is the deformation
localized we use the method of ref. 43. We first note, that Δx(z, t) is defined on an
equidistant grid of the individual pixels of the SEM image. Let the discretized
profile be denoted as Δxi (for simplicity we omit the reference to time t). The local

strain increment is then Δεpli ¼ Δxiþ1 � Δxi . We now select an arbitrary point with
index k along the height of the pillar and consider the typical distance of the plastic
strain increments from this point as:

dk ¼
∑iΔε

pl
i jk� ijΔz
∑iΔε

pl
i

; ð4Þ

where Δz is the pixel size of the SEM image. Then the minimum dmin ¼ minkdk is
determined. For a homogeneous distribution of the plastic strain (i.e., Δx(z) is a
linear function) dmin equals L/4, where L is the height of the micropillar. On the
other hand, for a fully localized strain distribution (i.e., Δx(z) is a step function)
dmin ¼ 0 is obtained. The localization parameter is, therefore, defined as

η ¼ 1� 4
L
dmin: ð5Þ

Consequently, η= 0 signals a homogeneous deformation, whereas η= 1 is
characteristic of deformation fully localized in a single slip band.

Supplementary Fig. 10 summarizes the analysis performed on those consecutive
images, where the event size defined as Δx(L)− Δx(0) (that is, the displacement
between the top and bottom of the pillar) was larger than 0.02 μm. As seen the
localization η is typically between 0.5 and 1 and its average is 〈η〉= 0.74. This high
value of η clearly shows that plastic strain increments are quite localized. The fact
that the values are smaller than 1 are likely due to the numerical noise present in
the edge detection and that between two consecutive SEM images (that takes
around 0.25 s) more than one events can take place.

So, based on this analysis we conclude that the plastic strain increments are
highly localized, typically concentrating in a single slip band. Since the AE events
are observed during the accumulation of plastic strain, it is natural to assume that a
cascade of events correlated in time originate from the same (typically one,
sometimes few) slip band. This means these events are not only correlated in time,
but also in space. More details on the spatial correlations are not possible to obtain
with the present experimental methods due to the small volume of the specimen.

AE measurements
Detecting AE signals. By definition, acoustic emissions are transient elastic waves
generated in materials due to sudden localized and irreversible structure
changes44,45. The detection of AE waves is based on its physical nature – when the
material is subjected to external loading, released energy forms stress pulses pro-
pagating through the material as transient elastic waves. The wave component
perpendicular to the surface is detected typically by a piezoelectric transducer
(attached directly to the specimen surface), which converts recorded displacements
into an electrical signal.

The nanoindenter device was equipped with a Physical Acoustics Corporation
(PAC) WSα wide-band (100–1000 kHz) AE sensor, which showed a superior
combination of frequency and sensitivity characteristics over other tested sensors
(PAC Micro30S, PAC F15I-AST). The Zn single-crystal (with FIB-milled
micropillars on the surface) was attached to the transducer over a layer of vacuum
grease to ensure effective acoustic coupling. Mechanical bonding (‘clipping’) was
carried out by means of a thin metallic strip bent over the sample and fixed at both
ends to the device, ensuring a constant contact pressure during the compression
tests. The recorded signal was amplified using the Vallen AEP5 pre-amplifier set to
40 dBAE. Data acquisition and processing were performed using the computer-
controlled Vallen AMSY-6 system. Data acquisition was carried out in continuous
data streaming mode, i.e., the whole raw acoustic data sets were recorded for
further post-processing at a sampling rate of 2.5 MHz.
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Identification of AE events. To individualize the AE events, an in-house script
implemented in Matlab was used. The threshold voltage was set to Vth= 0.01 mV,
this value being slightly above the background noise. The hit definition time
(HDT), i.e., the minimum period between two subsequent AE events, used for the
separation of events was 20 μs.

In Supplementary Fig. 11 various parameters of a representative event related to
the AE measurements are defined following the standard AE event
individualization and parametrization procedure44,46. The original AE waveform
V(t) is plotted in the inset as a function of time t. The AE event energy is defined as
the area under the squared signal amplitude curve:

E ¼
Z te

tb

V2ðtÞdt; ð6Þ

where tb and te denote the beginning and end of the event, respectively (that is, E is
the extent of the area shaded in blue in Supplementary Fig. 11). The AE counts are
defined as the number of data points (in absolute values) crossing the threshold
level Vth. The duration of one AE event is defined as the time between the first and
the last AE count in that event.

Data validation. The common source of both load drops and AE events in the
tested micropillars are dislocation avalanches in the basal plane. In order to exclude
any other external effects that might lead to the generation of AE events, additional
aspects of the AE measurement had to be addressed: (i) friction between the
indenter’s flat diamond tip and the top of the pillars and (ii) possible noise or
vibrations from external sources and the nanotesting device itself.

To address point (i) we investigated six micropillars with identical geometry,
fabricated by three different methods for this purpose. Two pillars were prepared
with Pt coating, two with C coating and two pillars without any coating on top.
Although three materials with different friction properties were used, the analysis
produced practically identical results with respect to the AE events and strain
bursts. To avoid the presence of any spurious extrinsic vibrations considered within
point (ii), three further compression tests were carried out where a special tip
suspension was applied––another elastic part (a piece of rubber) was added to the
device to isolate possible vibrations and noises from external sources. Just as in the
previous case (i), this analysis demonstrated that there were no observable
differences in the AE data compared to the tests without this additional suspension.

The overlapping of AE events. Assuming that the AE events originate from indi-
vidual well-defined plastic events (i.e., dislocation avalanches related to stress
drops) and there are no significant scattering and echoing mechanisms during the
wave propagation, one may expect an exponential decay of the waveform resulting
from intrinsic absorption47,48. In that case, the relationship between the maximum
squared amplitude

A2 ¼ max
t2½tb ;te �

V2ðtÞ; ð7Þ

and the duration T= te− tb could be written as

A2ðTÞ ¼ V2
th exp

T
τ

� �
; ð8Þ

where τ is a timescale characterizing the rate of absorption48. This relation was fitted
to all data points that were detected under the same noise conditions. This set of data
contained more that 13,000 events from the compression tests on Zn pillars with
various dimension. The data trends and exponential fits shown in Supplementary
Fig. 12 prove the validity of relation (8); thus, we concluded that the majority of
detected events are due to short pulse-like events at the source attenuated only by
intrinsic absorption, while recording of wave reflections and overlapping events is not
common with the AE event individualization parameters used in this study (see
above). It is also noted, that the fitted value of τ= 45 μs is below the typical time-
scales characteristic of the Omori-law and waiting time distributions in Fig. 3.

Rates of aftershocks and foreshocks. Large AE events, similarly to earthquakes, are
usually followed by several aftershocks. To quantify the rate of these aftershocks the
following procedure was implemented. First, we select an energy interval [Ems−ΔE/
2, Ems+ΔE/2] and consider only AE events with energies falling in this given bin.
These will be the main shocks with energy Ems. The sequence of events (aftershocks)
corresponding to each main shock lasts until an event with energy falling in this or
larger bin takes place. The time after the main shock t is binned logarithmically, and
the AE events in the sequence following the main shock falling in each bin are
counted, and then repeated for all main shocks with energy Ems. To obtain the rate of
the aftershocks ras(t) the number of events in the time bin around t is normalized with
the bin width and also with the number of sequences that reached the given length t.
The obtained ras(t) curves for d= 32 μm pillars are plotted in Fig. 3a, b. The corre-
sponding figures for smaller micropillars are shown in Supplementary Fig. 4a–d.

In the case of foreshock rates rfs the same procedure was adopted and inverted in
time to investigate sequences before main shocks. The obtained rates for d= 32 μm
pillars are seen in Fig. 3c and for smaller ones in Supplementary Fig. 4e, f.

Waiting time of AE events. The waiting time distributions of Fig. 3d–f are obtained
as follows. The identification of the individual AE events described above in section

’Identification of AE events’ yields the time ti of each event. The waiting time is
then simply tw,i= ti+1− ti, and the distribution of these values is computed.

Since only those AE events can be detected that rise above the background
noise, it is important to check the role of thresholding in the obtained distributions.
To this end, the procedure described above was repeated after considering only
events with energies E larger than a threshold Eth. According to Supplementary
Fig. 13a they only differ in the exponential tail characterized by parameter t0 related
to the average time between subsequent uncorrelated event clusters. As seen,
increase of Eth leads to fewer detected events and, thus, an increased t0. To prove
that thresholding does not influence the conclusions of the paper, in
Supplementary Fig. 13b the distributions were re-scaled with the average waiting
time 〈tw〉 corresponding to the given threshold Eth. The obtained collapse of the
curves means that t0∝ 〈tw〉 similarly to what was obtained in the case of different
platen velocities vp (Fig. 3e, f), and it proves scale-invariance of the AE events.

Energetic considerations. In this section background discussion is provided for the
comparison of the energies of strain bursts and the corresponding AE events with
an emphasis on the analogies with earthquakes. We start by noticing that there are
three relevant energy quantities one may look at. The first one we call injected
energy and is the work done by the compression device during an event:

Einj ¼ FΔs � σ0 þ σ1
2

AΔs; ð9Þ

where �F is the average force exerted by the device, Δs is the displacement of the
punch tip, σ0 and σ1 are the stresses before and after the event and A stands for the
cross-section of the sample. This expression is equivalent to Eq. (3.14) in the review
article on earthquake physics49 where it is termed potential energy. If we assume a
quick event with a stress drop of Δσ= σ0− σ1, then

Einj �
A
k
ðσ0 � Δσ=2ÞΔσ / ðσ0 � Δσ=2ÞΔσ; ð10Þ

where k is the stiffness of the device.
This work Einj is not necessarily equal with the dissipated energy, since the

energy stored as elastic energy may change during an event. The second relevant
energetic quantity is, therefore, the dissipated energy that actually equals the change
of the elastic stored energy of the system (in this sense, the external work initially
increases the elastic energy of the sample part of which then gets released due to
plastic processes). Assuming a v∝ σ linear relationship between the local stress and
the drag acting on dislocations, the change in the elastic energy can be written in
the form:

Edis / ∑
N

i¼1

Zt1
t0

v2i lidt; ð11Þ

where t0 and t1 mark the beginning and the end of an event, respectively, and vi and
li are the velocity and length of the ith dislocation or dislocation segment,
respectively. This formula is the analogue of Eq. (3.12) of ref. 49, that is termed
radiated energy for earthquakes.

The dissipated energy may create, e.g., heat or elastic waves. With an acoustic
transducer some part of the energy released in the form of elastic waves can be detected
(denoted by E in Eq. (6)). Here we arrive at the issue of efficiency. It is, of course, not
known what portion of the dissipated energy gets converted into elastic waves and
what fraction of it can be measured at the surface. Here we make the simplest and
most straightforward assumption that this ratio does not depend on the energy of the
event, so, the measured AE energies are representative of the released energy: E∝ Edis.
We note that our situation is somewhat simpler than earthquakes since here only one
type of deformation is active contrary to earthquakes where rupture and thermally
activated processes may also play a role.

Concerning the relationship between Einj and Edis the natural assumption is
again a linear dependency in the average sense. This idea, however, can be tested by
the DDD simulations as there we have direct access to microstructural data, i.e.,
dislocation positions and velocities. It is evident from Fig. 4c in the main text that
Edis∝ Einj holds for large energies.

In the case of experiments only the injected energy Einj and the detected
acoustic energy E can be measured. In Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 3 we plot the
two quantities against each other for individual events. As seen, in this case a linear
relationship between Einj and E is obtained that seem to match the assumptions
mentioned above.

Simulations
Discrete dislocation dynamics. The model to be investigated is one of the simplest
discrete dislocation systems that still incorporates the following fundamental
physical properties of dislocations:

● 1/r-type long-range interactions between dislocation lines.
● Non-conservative motion of dislocations due to the strong phonon drag.
● Geometrically constrained motion of dislocation lines, since at low

temperatures they can only glide in certain planes (called glide planes).
As a result, the system cannot reach a global energy minimum state, rather,
it gets trapped in a meta-stable configuration.
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The system consists of straight edge dislocations parallel with the z axis, and
their slip planes are parallel with the xz plane (single slip). Since the system is
translationally invariant along the z axis it can be considered two-dimensional (2D)
and it is sufficient to track the motion of dislocations in the xy plane. In this set-up
the Burgers vector points in the x direction and, thus, reads as b= s(b, 0), where
s∈ {+1,−1} is the sign of the dislocation, that can be understood as some kind of
charge. Supplementary Fig. 14a shows an example of such a 2D dislocation
configuration. The colours of dislocations represent their sign and the background
colour refers to the local shear stress within the embedding elastic medium.

Because of the strong dissipation due to phonon drag, the motion of
dislocations is assumed to be overdamped, that is, the force acting on a dislocation
of unit length is proportional to its velocity. If the system consists of N dislocations
and ri= (xi, yi) denotes the position of the i-th (i= 1,… , N) dislocation then the
equation of motion reads as

_xi ¼ Msib ∑
N

j¼1; j≠i
sjσ indðri � rjÞ þ σ

� �
; ð12Þ

_yi ¼ 0: ð13Þ
Here M is the dislocation mobility, σ is the externally applied shear stress and σind
is the shear stress field generated by individual dislocations. For the latter the
solution corresponding to isotropic continua is used50:

σ indðrÞ ¼
μb

2πð1� νÞ
xðx2 � y2Þ
ðx2 þ y2Þ2 ; ð14Þ

where μ and ν denotes the shear modulus and the Poisson number, respectively.
Dislocations are arranged in a square-shaped simulation area and periodic
boundary conditions (PBC) are applied. The emerging image dislocations alter the
stress field of Eq. (14) (that corresponds to an infinite medium), which can be
obtained using a Fourier method (see Supplementary Fig. 14b)51. The equations of
motion ((12), (13)) are solved using a fully implicit scheme that makes usage of
annihilation unnecessary, so, it is not implemented52.

With the application of the PBCs surface effects that may be important for small
scale samples are neglected in the simulations. Indeed, in nanopillars it was found
that exhaustion hardening53 as well as dislocation source truncation54 represent
key physics in the plastic deformation that lead to size-effects. These single-
dislocation properties are important at scales comparable or smaller than the
average dislocation spacing, being around ρ−0.5 ≈ 0.1 μm. In our experiments the
micropillars are rather large (8–32 μm) compared to previous studies, and at this
scale collective dislocation dynamics is expected to dominate plasticity and
boundary effects can be neglected. This explains our choice for the PBCs that
allowed us to concentrate on collective dislocation phenomena. It is also noted, that
in experiments plastic deformation leads to the shape change of the sample and
may cause some lattice rotation. These effects are not expected to have a significant
role in the observed dynamics and are neglected in the simulations.

One of the main advantages of the model system introduced is that the
dislocation interactions exhibit a 1/r-type decay. This means that apart from the
average dislocation spacing (being equal to ρ−0.5, where ρ is the total dislocation
density) no additional length scales appear in the model. One may, thus, introduce
dimensionless variables by measuring length, stress, strain and time in units
summarized in Supplementary Table 1, where notation G= μ/[2π(1− ν)] is used.

Initially, an equal number of positive and negative sign dislocations are
positioned randomly in the square-shaped simulation area with uniform
distribution. At zero applied stress the system is first let to evolve into a relaxed
equilibrium configuration. After that the applied shear stress is increased using a
protocol emulating the experimental set-up of micropillar compression. Namely,
the applied stress is computed at every time step according to

σ 0 ¼ r0ðv0pt0 � ε0L0Þ; ð15Þ
where v0p is the platen velocity (see Fig. 4a), t0 is the simulation time, r0 is a constant
characterizing the strength of the spring connecting the platen and the dislocation
system, and ε0 is the accumulated plastic shear strain computed as:

ε0ðt0Þ ¼ ∑
N

i¼1
si½x0iðt0Þ � x0ið0Þ�: ð16Þ

In the simulations r0 ¼ 1=32 was used and the platen velocity (if not stated
otherwise) was set to v0p ¼ 1:6 ´ 10�4.

Event detection. The overdamped dynamics used in Eqs. ((12), (13)) reflects the fact
that dislocation motion is a highly dissipative process during which stored elastic
energy E0

el of the embedding crystal is transformed into other types of energies (e.g.,
heat or elastic waves). This energy dissipation rate r0en can be obtained as

r0en ¼ � _E
0
el ¼ ∑

N

i¼1
ðv0iÞ2; ð17Þ

where v0i ¼ _x0i is the velocity of the ith dislocation.
Stress drop detection is based on the finding that in active periods the

dissipation rate r0en increases several orders of magnitudes as demonstrated on an
exemplary event in Supplementary Fig. 15. To obtain the beginning t0b and end t0e of

the event a threshold of r0th ¼ 5 � 10�6 was used for the dissipation rate as
demonstrated in Supplementary Fig. 15. The size of the stress drop then follows as
Δσ 0 ¼ σ 0ðt0eÞ � σ 0ðt0bÞ.

As seen in Supplementary Fig. 15, a plastic event exhibits a fine structure with
many peaks in the dissipation rate r0en. In order to emulate an AE detector, an
additional threshold r0th;AE is defined that characterises the sensitivity of the
detector: whenever r0en > r0th;AE the detector is able to measure the dissipation rate.
With this, emulated AE events can be defined as demonstrated in the inset of
Supplementary Fig. 15. The threshold r0th;AE breaks up the signal in individual AE
events, with their energy E0 being the size of the area shaded alternately in blue and
red colour. Data processing was carried out with the utilization of the NumPy
library55.

From the list of stress drops and AE events the AE count rate, the correlation
between stress drops and AE energies, the aftershock rates and the waiting time
distributions in Fig. 4b–e were determined with the same procedure as for
experiments. The role of the threshold r0th;AE used to model AE detector sensitivity
was also investigated. According to Supplementary Fig. 16 the Omori law as well as
the productivity law are recovered in a wide range of thresholds, however, small
thresholds lead to the coalescence of events leading to a deviation from the power-
law behaviour for small times t0. In Fig. 4d–e r0th;AE ¼ 3:16 was used for AE
individualization.

Data availability
Experimental data generated in this study have been deposited in the Zenodo database at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5897653.

Code availability
The numerical methodologies used in this study can be built with the instructions in the
‘Methods’ section. The codes for numerical simulations are also available in the Zenodo
database at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5904306.
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